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24 7 PROPANE GAS
ABLE TRUST
ACTORS PLAYHOUSE
AEG Live
Air Compressor Works
Aircomo
Aliant
All Air of South Dade
ALLIANCE FOR THE AGING
Alper JCC
Alzheimer’s Association
Amer Ac Private Phys
America’s Business Council
AMERICAN HERITAGE
AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN TECHNION
AMERICAS TEST KITCHEN
Ameriworld Enterprises
ARC Broward
AREA STAGE
ARSHT CTR FOR THE PERFORMING
ART & CULTURE CENTER OF HOLLYW
ART MIAMI LLC
ART OF TRANSFORMATION
ART WYNWOOD
ARTSERVE F L
ArtsGarage
ASAP STAFFING
ASSO OF PERF. ARTS OF INDIA
Athena Health
Attila Glatz Concert
Auto Direct, Inc.
AVE MARIA UNIVERSITY
Aventura Cultural Arts Center
AZURE COLLEGE
Bal Harbour Shops
BAPTIST HEALTH SOUTH FLA
BASS MUSEUM OF ART
BB & T Center Direct
BB King’s Blues Club
Beacon Council
BECKER % POLIAKOFF FPBS
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Becker & Poliakoff
Behavioral Health PB
BehavioralHealth PB
BELEN JESUIT
BEST ROOFING
Bethesda 14003
BETTER HEALTH CARE
BID OF CORAL GABLES
Bill Ussery Motors
Biltmore Hotel
BISCAYNE NATURE CENTER
Bladder & Prostate Health
BOCA BALLET THEATRE
BOCA RATON FINE ART SHOW
BOCA RATON MUSEUM OF ART
BONNET HOUSE
BrightStar Credit Union
BROADWAY IN SOUTH FLORIDA (A)
Broadway Musical
BROWARD PUBLIC LIBRARY FOUNDATION
BROWARD COLLEGE BAILEY
BROWARD COUNTY FILM SOCIETY
BROWARD CTR Performing Arts
BROWARD CTY NAT RESOURCES
Broward Cty Natural Resources
Broward Health
Broward Met Planning Org
Broward Virtual Schools
BROWARD WATER PARTNERS
BSOCA
BURSON MARSTELLER
BUSINESS FOR THE ARTS
Calder Race Course
CAMILLUS HOUSE
Cannonball
CareerSource Florida
CARRIBEAN MARKET
CARROLLTON SCHOOL
Catering By Les
CENTER FOR ADVANCED ORTHO
Center for the Advancement of
CGCC COMMUNITY ARTS PROGRAM
Contracted
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CHAMBER SOUTH
CHAPMAN PARTNERSHIP  direct
CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY
CHILDRENS SERV. COUN. BROW
CHOPIN FOUNDATION OF THE U.S.
Church by the Sea
Cirque du Soleil
City County Credit Union
City National Bank (A)
CITY OF HOLLYWOOD (A)
City of Hollywood CRA
City of Miramar Cultural Affai
CITY THEATRE
CITYYEAR
CLEVELAND CLINIC
CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA
COHEN MEDIA GROUP
Comm Foundation PBC
Community Associations Inst.
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION BROWARD
COMMUNITY SMILES
Congregation B'nai Israel
CONGREGATION BNAI ISREAL
Conrad Hotel
CONROY MARTINEZ GROUP
ConservArt
CONTOUR GRAPHICS
Coral Gables Art Cinema
CORAL GABLES CHAMBER
Coral Gables Congregational
Coral Gables Museum
CORAL REEF CONSERVATION PRO
Coral Springs Museum
CORAL SPRINGS MUSEUM OF ART
Crafts America Shows
Creative City Collaborative
Dade County Auditorium
DanzeArte Miami
Dattoli Cancer center
David Posnack Jewish Day Schoo
DAVID W LANGLEY
DBPR CPA CAMPAIGN
Contracted
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DBPR REAL ESTATE
DBPR ULA
DEERING ESTATE
Delray Beach Playhouse
DEPT. OF BUSINESS AND PROF REG
DEVINE GOODMAN RASCO P.A.
Devry University
DIMOND, KAPLAN & ROTHSTEIN P.A
Dindy Yokel
Disability Rights Florida
Donna Klein Jewish Academy
Dr  Leonard Weiss
DRANOFF FOUNDATION
Earth Learning
EAS TEST
Eliot W. Rifkin, P.A.
EMORY UNIVERSITY
EMPIRE TURF
Enterprise Risk Management
ENVIRONMENTAL PR GROUP
Espirito Santo Bank
Espirito Santo Bank production
FAIRCHILD TROPICAL GA
FARE TO REMEMBER
FAU
FAU - Community Rel
FAU College of Bus.
FAU COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATIONS
FAU FPBS
FAU University Comm
FAU/DOROTHY F SCHMIDT
FDOT
FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS
Field of Flowers (D)
FILMGATE
FIRST PRES. OF FT. LAUDERDALE
FIU COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENC
FIU COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
FIU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
FIU College of Medicine
FIU EXECUTIVE MPA
FIU ONLINE
Contracted
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FIU SCHOOL OF HOSPITALITY
FIU SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
FIU/EXEC & PROF EDUCATION
FL Cancer Specialists
FL SINGING SONS BOYCHOIR (A)
FLA FOLK FPBS
FLA KEYS CELTIC FESTIVAL
FLOR
Florida's Historic Coast
FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
FLORIDA CITY GAS
FLORIDA DEPT. OF HEALTH
Florida FaLun Assoc., Inc
FLORIDA FALUN Dafa DAFA
Florida Falun Dafa Asso, Inc
FLORIDA FOLK
FLORIDA GRAND O
FLORIDA GRAND OPERA
FLORIDA NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
Florida Public Util
Florida Quality Roofing
Florida Wineries
FOOD FOR THE POOR
FOX TV
FPL
Franklin Academy
French-American Chamber
FRIENDS OF CHAMBER MUSIC
FRIENDS OF WLRN
FROST ART MUSEUM AT FIU
FSU FOUNDATION
FT LAUD FILM FESTIVAL
FT LAUD INT'L FILM FEST
Ft. Laud Alliance
Ft. Lauderdale Int'l Film Fest
G Clef
GABLESTAGE
Gary A. Costales, Esq
GEICO
General Hotel & Restaurant
George Little Management, LLC
GEOSCAPE
Contracted
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GIBRALTAR PRIVATE BANK & TRUST
GILEAD SANDERS
GIRLS CLUB COLLECTION
GOLD COAST JAZZ
GOLD COAST JAZZ SOCIETY
Gold Coast Railroad Museum
GOLDMAN SACHS
Greater Ft Lauderdale CVB
Greater Ft. Lauderdale Chamber
GREATER MIAMI CHAMBER OF COMME
GREATER MIAMI CVB
GREATER MIAMI JEWISH(A)
Greater Miami Youth Symphony
Grumer & Macaluso, P.A.
GUARDIAN AD LITEM
GUARDIAN AD LITEM MIAMI
Gulfstream Goodwill
Gulliver Schools
GUSMAN CENTER
Hager & Schwartz
Hall Longevity Clinic
Halsey & Griffith Office Solut
HANLEY CENTER
Happy Herald
HARD ROCK LIVE
Harid Conservatory
HARPER PERENNIAL
HEALTHY BACK
HILLEL COMMUNITY SCHOOL
History Miami
HISTORY OF DIVING MUSEUM
HOMESTEAD RODEO
Hospice of P B County
IDP FILMS
IFAE ,LLC
IFC FILMS
IMPROMPTU CONCERTS
INFFINITO FILM FESTIVAL
Inside Out Theatre Company
Int'l Fine Arts Expositions
INTERNATIONAL ARTS FOUNDATION
International Concert Agency
INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE INSTITUTE
INTERNATIONAL SWIMMING Hall of
Investacorp. Inc
IPhone
ISLAND CITY STAGE
JACKIE ABRAHAM JEWELERS
Jackson Health System
JAZZ IN THE GARDEN
JCC Palm Beaches
JEFFERY WEINER, P.A.
JEFFREY S. WEINER, P.A.
Jewish Federation of PBC
Jill Heather Goldberg Char. Fn
Jonathan Pollard LLC
Junior Orange Bowl Committee
Kain Spielman
KAUFMAN ROSSIN & CO
Keiser University
Kellogg School of Management
Kennedy Space Center
Ketchup Entertainment
Key West Art and Historical
KEY WEST ART CENTER
Key West Botanical Garden
KEY WEST FILM FESTIVAL CORP
KEY WEST FOOD AND WINE
KEY WEST FRINGE
Key West Garden Club
Key West Literary Seminar
Keys Kids
KIDS IN DISTRESS
KIP HUNTER MARKETING
KNIGHT FOUND
KNIGHT FOUNDATION
Knitting Factory Records
KRAVIS CENTER
Kutumba Theatre Project
LAKE WORTH PLAYHOUSE
LARKIN HOSPITAL
LENNAR SE FL DIVISION
LEXUS
LIBERTY STUDIOS
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LINCOLN DEALERS
LITOWITZ FOUNDATION
Live Nation
Live Nation - Miami Beach
Live Nation (A)
LOWE ART MUSEUM
LOWER KEYS CHAMBER COMM
Lynn University
M &T Bank
MAD CAT
MAD CAT PRODUCTIONS I
Maltz Jupiter Theatre
Manchester Business School
Manchester Business School MIA
Manuela Maria Menendez
MARATHON COMM THEATRE
MARC INC
MASTER CHORALE
MDC Alumni Relations
MDC Culinary Institute
MDC Live Arts
MEL FISHER MARTIME MUSEUM
MEMORIAL HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
MERCANTIL COMMERCEBANK
MERRICK FESTIVAL
MIA-DADE CHAMBER
MIA ACUPUNCTURE
MIA DADE CHAMBER OF COMM
MIA NATIONAL ANTIQUES SHOW (A)
Miami Beach Botanical Gardens
Miami Beach Vein Inst.
MIAMI BOOK FAIR
MIAMI CHILDREN'S HOSP
MIAMI CHILDREN S CHOR
MIAMI CHILDRENS CHORUS
MIAMI CHILDRENS THEATER
MIAMI CITY BALLET
MIAMI COALITION C J
MIAMI COUNTRY DAY SCH
MIAMI DADE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
MIAMI DADE COLLEGE
MIAMI DADE COUNTY-CIAO
### Advertiser

- Miami Dade Cultural Affairs
- MIAMI DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT
- Miami Gay & Lesbian Film Fest
- MIAMI JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL
- MIAMI LIGHT PROJECT
- MIAMI LYRIC OPERA
- MIAMI MUSIC PROJECT
- MIAMI ORCHID FESTIVAL
- Miami Spine Care
- MIAMI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
- MIAMI THEATER CENTER
- MIRAMAR CULT CENT
- Miramar Cultural Center
- MIT SLOAN SCHOOL
- Modernizing Medicine
- Moffitt Cancer Center
- MOMENTUM DANCE COMPANY
- MOMS CLEAN AIR FORCE
- MONROE COUNTY TDC (A)
- MORRIS SOUTHEAST GROUP
- MORRISON, BROWN, ARGIZ & FARRA
- MT SINAII HEART
- MT SINAII MEDICAL
- Multilingual Society
- MUSEUM OF ART FL
- Museum of Art Ft Lauderdale
- MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY
- MUSEUM OF DISCOVERY
- MUSEUM OF DISCOVERY AND SCIENCE
- NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AFRICAN AMERICAN
- NEW THEATRE
- NEW WORLD SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
- NEW WRLD SYMPHONY
- NORTH BROWARD PREP
- NORTON MUSEUM OF ART
- Norton Museum of Art (Direct)
- NOVA SOUTHEASTERN (A)
- NOVA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
- NSU AUDIOLOGY
- NSU COLLEGE OF DENTAL MEDICINE
- NUTCRACKER KEY WEST
- O CINEMA
Contracted
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OLD ISLAND RESTORATION
On Deck
Open Road
ORCHESTRA MIAMI
Oriental Rug Care
Our Kids
OVATION LLC
OVATION LLC DIRECT
PACE HIGH SCHOOL
PALM BEACH DRAMAWORKS
PALM BEACH OPERA
Palm Beach Poetry Festival
Palm Beach Shoulder
Palm Beach Symphony
PALMER TRINITY SCHOOL
PATRONS OF EXCEPTIONAL ARTISTS
PBC Medical Society
PEACE MURAL FOUNDATION
PEMBROKE PINES TOPA
PERETZ, CHESAL and HERRMANN
PEREZ ART MUSEUM MIAMI
Performance Bike
PERFORMING ARTS NETWORK
PERIODIC PRODUCTS
PHILIP D. PARRISH
Pine Crest School
PINECREST GARDENS
PINECREST GARDENS DIRECT
PINECREST SCHOOL (Dir)
PLAZA TIRE & AUTO CENTER
PLUMBERS 911
PNC Bank
Practice Fusion
Priority Living Systems
Provia Laboratories, LLC
PUBLIX SUPERMARKETS(A)
Rampell & Rampell, PA
RANSOM EVERGLADES
RED BARN THEATRE
REDLAND ORCHID FESTIVAL
REGIS COLLEGE
Ress, Dr. Andrew
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RHYTHM FOUNDATION, THE
Ring by Name
Ring Central
RingByName.com
RITE CARE
Riverside Military Ac
Rockers Movement
Rosarian Academy
RUM RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL LLC
S FL Symphony Orchestra
S. Fla. Symphony
S. Miami Rotary Art Festival
SAGEMONT SCHOOL
Saglo Development Corporation
Schick Shadel of Florida
SEMINOLE HARD ROCK
SEMINOLE TRIBE
Sequil Systems Inc
SERAPHIC FIRE
SHUN YEN
SIGNS NOW BROWARD
SILVER AIRWAYS
Simon Property Group
SIMPLIKATE
Skinner, Inc.
SLOW BURN THEATRE
Smith & DeShields
SOBE INSTITUTE OF THE ARTS
Society of the 4 Arts
SOD SOLUTIONS
SONY PICTURES (A)
SONY PICTURES CLASSICS(A)
SOUTH FLORIDA SYMPHONY
South Florida Theatre League
SOUTH MIAMI DADE CULTURAL
South Miami Dade Cultural Arts
SOUTHERNMOST HOTEL
Specialty Auto Brokers
St Andrews School
St Mark's Episc Sch
ST MARTHA CONCERTS
ST MARTHA CONCERTS(Dir)
Contracted
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ST THOMAS LAW SCHOOL
St Thomas Univ - Prof. Studies
ST THOMAS UNIVERSITY
St. Andrew's School
St. Brendan HS
ST. PHILIP'S
St. Thomas Univ. - Leadership
STEARNS WEAVER MILLER
Strategic Ocean Solutions
Sunbelt Rentals, Inc.
SUNDAY AFTERNOONS OF MUSIC
Sunny Isles Beach Jazz Festival
Sunrise Pops Orchestra
Symphonia Boca Raton
SYMPHONY OF THE AMERI
TAKE STOCK
TEAM FOOTWORKS
TEDX COCONUT GROVE
TEMPS ASAP
THE BAKEHOUSE ART COMPLEX
The Center for Lit. & Theater
THE CHILDREN'S TRUST
The Factory Interactive
The Fillmore Miami Beach
The Good Government Initiative
THE KAMPONG
The Pantry of Broward
The Pardo Group
The Pet Project
The Pleasure Garden
THE STUDIOS OF KEY WEST
THE TENNIS CHANNEL
THE WOLFSONIAN
Thomas Armour Ballet
TIGERTAIL PROD
Timber Wolf Publishing
Treatment Centers of America
Tropical Audubon Society
TRUMAN SYMPOSIUM
Trustbridge Inc.
TURKISH FESTIVAL
U HEALTH
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U of M Cont. & Int'l Education
U OF M/GRADUATE BUSINESS PROG.
UF Research & Development
UM CASCM
UM Dept of Theater Arts
UM Dept. of Geography
UM Div. of Cont. & Intl. Edu.
UM Frost School of Music
UM Graduate Business Program
UM Heckerling Institute
UM School of Architecture
UM School of Comm - DIRECT
UM School of Law
UNITED FACULTY OF MIA DADE
United Way of Broward Co.
United Way of Miami-Dade Co.
United Way PB County
UNITY ON THE BAY - MIAMI
UNIV OF MIAMI EXEC MB
UNIV OF MIAMI LAW SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY OF WYNWOOD
VerPloeg & Lumpkin, P.A.
WATERFRONT PLAYHOUSE
West Palm Beach DDA
Westin Diplomat
Whitsyms
Wick Theatre & Museum
WILLIAMSON AUTOMOTIVE
WILLIE THE BEE MAN
WINE BY THE BAY
WINN DIXIE
WLRN NETWORK
WLRN PROMOS
WLRN UNDERWRITER PROMOS
WLRN/Friends Promo
WOLFSONIAN FIU, THE
WORKFORCE ONE
WORLD TRADE MIAMI
YOUNG ARTS
Young Arts (A)
Young at Art Museum
Zocalo Public Square